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now is not type of challenging means. You could not by yourself going behind ebook addition or library or borrowing from your associates to open
them. This is an categorically easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online declaration Special Forces Saviour Special Forces Saviour
Arresting Developments Mills Boon Intrigue By Janie Crouch 2015 12 17 can be one of the options to accompany you considering having new time.
It will not waste your time. allow me, the e-book will unconditionally circulate you other matter to read. Just invest little period to get into this on-line
message Special Forces Saviour Special Forces Saviour Arresting Developments Mills Boon Intrigue By Janie Crouch 2015 12 17 as
skillfully as review them wherever you are now.

Culture Jamming Marilyn DeLaure 2017-02-28 A collaboration of
political activism and participatory culture seeking to upend consumer
capitalism, including interviews with The Yes Men, The Guerrilla Girls,
among others. Coined in the 1980s, “culture jamming” refers to an array
of tactics deployed by activists to critique, subvert, and otherwise “jam”
the workings of consumer culture. Ranging from media hoaxes and
advertising parodies to flash mobs and street art, these actions seek to
interrupt the flow of dominant, capitalistic messages that permeate our
daily lives. Employed by Occupy Wall Street protesters and the Russian
feminist punk band Pussy Riot alike, culture jamming scrambles the
signal, injects the unexpected, and spurs audiences to think critically and
challenge the status quo. The essays, interviews, and creative work
assembled in this unique volume explore the shifting contours of culture
jamming by plumbing its history, mapping its transformations, testing its
force, and assessing its efficacy. Revealing how culture jamming is at
once playful and politically transgressive, this accessible collection
explores the degree to which culture jamming has fulfilled its
revolutionary aims. Featuring original essays from prominent media
scholars discussing Banksy and Shepard Fairey, foundational texts such
as Mark Dery’s culture jamming manifesto, and artwork by and
interviews with noteworthy culture jammers including the Guerrilla Girls,
The Yes Men, and Reverend Billy, Culture Jamming makes a crucial
contribution to our understanding of creative resistance and
participatory culture.
The Economist 1982
Vietnam Stanley Karnow 1984 An in-depth study of American
involvement in Vietnam, from French dominion to the final withdrawl of
American forces, discusses the historical background, political
maneuvers, military consequences of American involvement.
The Bible student's handbook 1882
The Foreign Missionary 1880
The Voices of the Saints Bert Ghezzi 2002-09-24 The inspiring stories of
365 holy men and women-from the best known to some of the most
obscure-come to life in an engaging collection of biographical profiles,
quotations from the saints themselves, meditations, and prayers. Voices
of the Saints opens with an instruction from Saint Philip Neri: "The best
preparation for prayer is to read the lives of the saints, not from mere
curiosity, but quietly and with recollection a little at a time. And to pause
whenever you feel your heart touched with devotion." With these words
of faith and wisdom as his guiding principle, Bert Ghezzi presents the
lives of such familiar and beloved saints as Saint Peter and Saint
Catherine of Siena; Saint Jerome and Saint Thérèse of Lisieux; of
humble, little-known figures like Felix of Nola, Pelagia the Penitent, and
Leonard of Port Maurice; and of sainted men and women associated with
a particular place, including Margaret of Scotland, Rose of Lima,
Elizabeth Ann Seton, and Junípero Serra. In lively profiles written for
contemporary readers, Ghezzi chronicles their journeys of faith and their
contributions to the vitality of the Church. The voices of the saints
resound throughout the book, in quotations drawn from their own
writings, the works of biographers, and the recollections of witnesses.
Readers can use Voices of the Saints in several different ways. Organized
alphabetically, it serves as a helpful, easy-to-use dictionary. It also
features a day-by-day numbering system, ideal for daily readings;
notations at the end of each entry, enabling the exploration of the lives in
historical order; an index that highlights particular themes (including the
intriguing "Porcupine Saints"), and a calendar of saints' days. A
fascinating look at disparate and unusual lives-each one a rich source of
illumination, inspiration, encouragement, and motivation-along with
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prayers and meditations, Voices of the Saints is a valuable companion for
members of Catholic, Episcopal, and other traditional churches, and an
enlightening introduction to the saints for general readers.
Dictionary of Terrorism John Richard Thackrah 2013-09-05 This
revised and updated second edition of a major reference work in the area
contains definitions and descriptions of all aspects of terrorism and
political violence.
Officer 1Eight7 Paul Lozada 2021-03-25 This is a true story of San
Francisco's most decorated and most investigated undercover cop, Paul
Lozada. Follow Paul's journey throughout his career as he recounts neardeath experiences, leaning into his faith, navigating fears as a family
man, and confronting political barriers to uncover police corruption
within the San Francisco Police Department. Don't be swayed by the
badge number, Paul stood against the city's dirty cops, inequality, and
racism poisoning the ranks of the police force. Officer 187 became a
liability, a symbol for the demise of department corruption, and the
powers at hand that made every effort to silence him.
Zero Hour S. D. Perry 2012-09-14 Before the mansion. Before the
disaster. Evil is born. Sent to investigate a series of grisly murders in
Raccoon City, S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team scrambles into action. On the way
to the scene, their helicopter crashes. Although everyone survives, what
they discover next is gruesome: an overturned military transport truck
riddled with corpses—and that's only the beginning of their nightmare.
Bravo Team is about to discover that evil is growing all around them, and
rookie member Rebecca Chambers is beginning to wonder what she's
gotten herself into.
THE HOME AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY RECORD OF THE FREE
CHURCH OF SCOTLAND 1873
Drum 1998
The SAS ‘Deniables’ Tony May 2022-04-30 During the 10,000-day
Vietnam war, Australia had agreed with the United States to have a team
of Australian Army Special Air Services (SAS) soldiers conduct covert
missions into Cambodia. The SAS soldiers would be bivouacked in
Thailand. With their names changed for security and personal safety
reasons, this is a dramatized story of events that actually happened
involving a small band of Australian Special Air Service trained
specialists involved in covert intelligence activities who were co-opted
into the Defence Intelligence Organisation (DIO) repertoire of Plausibly
Deniable assets deployed worldwide into the shadows of political
indulgence in locations where Australian forces should not be seen or
heard. These Australian SAS Covert operations undertaken are incidents
that have never before been exposed and include cross-sovereign-border
infiltrations into Cambodia and the daily operations of the elimination of
Viet Cong munition dumps. Also revealed are an unauthorized fatal
attack by United States Army helicopters on SAS warriors; the rescue of
French tourists kidnapped by Muslim terrorists in Mindanao, Philippines,
and Operation Eye of the Storm into Northern Kuwait/Eastern Iraq
evolving into Desert Storm. As revealed these covert operations included
offshore intervention of East Timorese Fretilin Terrorists sabotaging
Australian offshore Exploration and Oil Drilling activities in the Timor
Sea; Back Door into Hell during the Somalia conflict, plus covert black
ops elimination of Muslim Jihadist activities on homeland soil assisted by
Israeli intelligence. This astounding exposé opens the closed door behind
which governments operate to deal quietly with situations they prefer
not to mention.
Saviour Or Superman? Frank Friedeberg Seeley 1999
Migrant, Refugee, Smuggler, Savior Peter Tinti 2017-04-04 When states,
charities, and NGOs either ignore or are overwhelmed by movement of
people on a vast scale, criminal networks step into the breach. This book
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explains what happens next.
The Christian Witness, and Church Member's Magazine 1858
A History of Postwar Russia Roger Pethybridge 2021-11-30 First
Published in 1966, A History of Postwar Russia covers sixteen years of
Soviet history, from the closing stages of the Second World War (1945)
until the Twenty-second Soviet Party Congress (1961), dealing with both
domestic and foreign policy and their influence on each other. It aims at
giving the overall shape of Soviet history in these years. The author
argues that in Soviet society each sector of activity must be viewed in
relation to the whole, so that the monolithic pattern of totalitarian
politics can be appreciated. More than any other major power, the Soviet
Union did not submit easily to compartmentalized study, since every
branch of Soviet life was carefully trimmed to grow towards the
Communist aim. This book is an essential read for scholars and
researchers of Soviet history, Soviet politics, European history, Russian
history, and comparative politics.
Gender Ideologies and Military Labor Markets in the U.S. Saskia
Stachowitsch 2013-03-01 Gender Ideologies and Military Labor Markets
in the U.S. offers a comprehensive analysis of the relationship between
changes in military gender ideologies and structural changes in U.S.
military and society. By investigating how social and military change
have influenced gender ideologies, the author develops an approach that
(re-)connects military gender ideologies to the social conditions of their
production and distribution and explains their transformation as effects
of changing social and political relations and conflicts. Examining the
role of different groups of social actors, media debates on women’s
military participation and gender ideologies inherent in depictions of
military women, the author seeks to contextualise these ideologies are
within structural change in the U.S. military and society, relating them to
the gender-specific division of labour on civilian and military labor
markets. This work provides a deeper understanding of the nexus
between military re-structuring processes, women’s military integration,
and changes of gender ideologies in regard to war and the military, and
will be of great interest to students and scholars of gender, security
studies and American politics.
Right Backed by Might Roger A. Beaumont 2001 Traces the evolution
of the International Air Force concept from early proposals for creating
multi-national "police" forces to the air power coalitions of the Gulf War
and the Balkans in the 1990s.
Special Forces Savior Janie Crouch 2016-01-01 He has to shut down the
terrorists or lose everything. Including the woman who's become a
target. Omega Sector: Critical Response agent Derek Waterman is
hunting some very bad men. After weeks of chasing cold leads, he has
found the evidence that could expose the architects of a lethal terrorist
bombing. But before Derek can start busting bad guys, he needs help
from Dr. Molly Humphries, Omega's lead forensic scientist. Molly works
to retrieve the data—and overcome her debilitating crush on the super
agent. And Derek carefully suppresses his mutual smoldering attraction,
sure that his dark past will drive Molly away. But when Molly's
kidnapped, Derek will stop at nothing to save her. Even if a lethal enemy
will do everything to keep him from doing so.
Displacing Human Rights Adam Branch 2011-06-01 Today, Western
intervention is a ubiquitous feature of violent conflict in Africa.
Humanitarian aid agencies, community peacebuilders, microcredit
promoters, children's rights activists, the World Bank, the International
Criminal Court, the US military, and numerous others have involved
themselves in African conflicts, all claiming to bring peace and human
rights to situations where they are desperately needed. However,
according to Adam Branch, Western intervention is not the solution to
violence in Africa. Instead, it can be a major part of the problem, often
undermining human rights and even prolonging war and intensifying
anti-civilian violence. Based on an extended case study of Western
intervention into northern Uganda's twenty-year civil war, and drawing
on his own extensive research and human rights activism there, this book
lays bare the reductive understandings motivating Western intervention
in Africa, the inadequate tools it insists on employing, its refusal to be
accountable to African citizenries, and, most important, its
counterproductive consequences for peace, human rights, and justice. In
short, Branch demonstrates how Western interventions undermine the
efforts Africans themselves are undertaking to end violence in their
communities. The book does not end with critique, however. Motivated
by a commitment to global justice, it proposes concrete changes for
Western humanitarian, peacebuilding, and justice interventions. It also
offers a new normative framework for re-orienting the Western approach
to violent conflict in Africa around a practice of genuine solidarity.
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Bad Boy Savior S. E. Lund 2017-07-31 I've been in love with Hunter
Saint my entire life. He was my first love and the one I could never
forget. Then Fate intervened and we became enemies. Now, I must go to
Hunter on my hands and knees to beg him to save my brother's life. I'll
pay any price to save him. I'll do anything Hunter wants. Anything… Bad
Boy Savior is the conclusion of the Bad Boy Series by S. E. Lund's sexy
new novella series, featuring a bad boy with a heart of gold and a
heroine who can't get him out of her life or her heart. When Fate forces
them back together again, can they deny what has long simmered
between them?
Special Forces Saviour Janie Crouch 2015-12-17 Special Forces Saviour
Putin Chris Hutchins 2012 Putin is the highly personal biography of
Russia’s leader – a man many regard as the world’s most interesting
politician – and is the result of six years of research by the authors. Chris
Hutchins is a highly successful investigative journalist and muchpublished author of biographies. Alexander Korobko is a London-based
Russian journalist and television producer with the kind of journalistic
connections in his homeland that helped to make this book epic.Hutchins
travelled throughout Russia to meet and gain the confidence of the
people who know Vladimir Putin best, including those who knew him as a
child, a teenager and a young intelligence officer, long before he first
entered the world’s stage as Russia’s leader. The sources proved to be so
good that Hutchins was told in 2005 that Putin would step down as
President in 2008 to become Prime Minister, and then return to the
Kremlin in 2012 – a move which now seems certain to prove the accuracy
of all three predictions.Putin’s stunning ability as a politician – he had
never even stood for office until President Yeltsin made him head of the
government in 1999 – took many totally by surprise. A British diplomat
who travelled to St Petersburg with Tony Blair to meet the thenPresident elect describes in detail how Putin completely outwitted the
British Prime Minister who was, until that moment, regarded as the elder
statesman. In just eight years he rescued his country from financial ruin
(a feat the experts had predicted could not be done in less than forty)
and in doing so saved the nation’s pride.But this book is about the man,
not just the politician. Who are his friends? What makes him laugh? What
has made him cry? How rich is he? What has his wife got to say about
him? What are his real views on the oligarchs? Who does he turn to in
times of trouble?Putin leaves no stone unturned. Intelligent books about
him have been few and far between because, of all the world leaders, the
man his friends call Vlad has managed to remain a mystery. This book
goes some way to revealing the man behind the enigma.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Moscow 2013-10-10 The DK Eyewitness
Moscow Travel Guide will lead you straight to the best attractions
Moscow has to offer. The guide includes unique cutaways, floorplans and
reconstructions of the city's stunning architecture, plus 3D aerial views
of the key districts to explore on foot. You'll find detailed listings of the
best hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets in this fully
updated and expanded guide, plus insider tips on everything from where
to find the best markets and nightspots to great attractions for children.
The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel Guide also includes in-depth
coverage of all the unforgettable sights. The DK Eyewitness Moscow
Travel Guide shows you what others only tell you. Now available in PDF
format.
Maximum city Suketu Mehta 2006 Winner Of The 2005 Kiriyama Prize
For Non-Fiction Suketu Mehta Left Bombay At The Age Of 14. TwentyOne Years Later He Returned To Rediscover The City. The Result Is This
Stunning, Brilliantly Illuminating Portrait Of The Megalopolis And Its
People-A Book, Seven Years In The Making, That Is As Vast, As Diverse,
As Rich In Experience, Incident And Sensation As The City Itself.
Extraordinary . . . The Best Book Yet Written About That Great, Ruined
Metropolis -Salman Rushdie Like One Of Bombay S Teeming Chawls,
Maximum City Is Part Nightmare And Part Millennial Hallucination,
Filled With Detail, Drama And A Richly Varied Cast Of Characters. In His
Quest To Plumb Both The Grimy Depths And Radiant Heights Of The
Continent That Is Bombay, Suketu Mehta Has Taken Travel Writing To
An Entirely New Level. This Is A Gripping, Compellingly Readable
Account Of A Love Affair With A City: I Couldn T Put It Down -Amitav
Ghosh Bombay Gets Its Boswell, His Chronicle As Sprawling And
Enchanting As His Subject'-India Today A Seething, Rumbling, Deeply
Compassionate Break-Dance Of A Book -Hindu Narrative Reporting At Its
Finest, Probably The Best Work Of Nonfiction To Come Out Of India In
Recent Years . . . Mehta Succeeds So Brilliantly In Taking The Pulse Of
This Riotous Urban Jungle -New York Times Book Review Mehta S Tales,
Pounding Along In The Present Tense, Read Like A Modern Arabian
Nights, Only Crueller, More Poignant, More Real. . .Part Memoir, Part
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Journalism, Part Travelogue, Maximum City Is A Tour De Force -The
Times The Mother Of All Mumbai Books . . . Stunningly Written -Time
Out Mumbai
Emerging Powers in International Politics Mathilde Chatin 2019-04-30
The rise of large and rapidly growing nations is having a significant
impact on the global order, as their expanding influence reshapes the
structure of power in the international system. These emerging powers
are increasingly asserting themselves as major actors on the global
scene. Leading this cadre of emerging powers are five nations referred to
as the BRICS – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. This book
takes inventory of both the individual and collective soft power of this
rising bloc of nations. Having embraced the potential of this newly
emphasized type of power as a means of generating international
influence, these nations have dedicated substantial effort and resources
to implementing a soft power offensive. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the Journal of Political Power.
Brass Buttons - Blue Coats George E. Rutledge – Deputy Chief, Ret.
2020-01-16 Brass Buttons, Blue Coats “Remembering All Who Served
1871 to 1971” By: George E. Rutledge As a young police sergeant in
1976, George E. Rutledge met a veteran who told him, “I served 35 years
in our police department and the day I retired was the very last time I
ever heard from anyone in the police department. And the same thing
will happen to you.” Rutledge has dedicated his life to making sure all
who served in the Yonkers Police Department are remembered and
honored. Brass Buttons – Blue Coats is a thorough documentation of all
individuals who have served from the beginning of the Yonkers Police
Department to 1971. Personal profiles and photographs create a lasting
memorial of service. In 1866, still suffering from the turmoil of the Civil
War, the town of Yonkers voted to hire fourteen Metropolitan Policemen
from New York, creating the first Yonkers police force. From this humble
beginning, the Yonkers police force has grown to over 600 dedicated
men and women. From foot patrols to squad cars, notebooks to
computers, the Yonkers police force has grown and adapted with the
times. But the purpose has never wavered: to Serve and Protect. Civil
War veterans, Vietnam veterans, rescue workers after 9/11, and Special
Olympic volunteers – the Yonkers force is filled with people who have
dedicated their lives to their country and their community. Rich with
details of service and crimes over 100 years, Brass Buttons – Blue Coats
is both a fitting tribute to brave men and women as well as a fascinating
look at the history of Yonkers and the history of crime.
The White Terror Béla Bodó 2019-05-20 The White Terror was a
movement of right-wing militias that for two years actively tracked down,
tortured, and murdered members of the Jewish community, as well as
former supporters of the short-lived Council Republic in the years
following World War I. It can be argued that this example of a
programme of virulent antisemitism laid the foundations for Hungarian
participation in the Holocaust. Given the rightward shift of Hungarian
politics today, this book has a particular resonance in re-examining the
social and historical context of the White Terror.
International Responses to Mass Atrocities in Africa Kurt Mills
2015-10-16 Since the end of World War II and the founding of the United
Nations, genocide, crimes against humanity and other war crimes—mass
atrocities—have been explicitly illegal. When such crimes are committed,
the international community has an obligation to respond: the human
rights of the victims outweigh the sovereignty claims of states that
engage in or allow such human rights violations. This obligation has
come to be known as the responsibility to protect. Yet, parallel to this
responsibility, two other related responsibilities have developed: to
prosecute those responsible for the crimes, and to provide humanitarian
relief to the victims—what the author calls the responsibility to palliate.
Even though this rhetoric of protecting those in need is well used by the
international community, its application in practice has been erratic at
best. In International Responses to Mass Atrocities in Africa, Kurt Mills
develops a typology of responses to mass atrocities, investigates the
limitations of these responses, and calls for such responses to be
implemented in a more timely and thoughtful manner. Mills considers
four cases of international responses to mass atrocities—in Rwanda, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda, and Darfur—putting the
cases into historical context and analyzing them according to the
typology, showing how the responses interact. Although all are intended
to address human suffering, they are very different types of actions and
accomplish different things, over different timescales, on different orders
of magnitude, and by very different types of actors. But the critical
question is whether they accomplish their objectives in a mutually
supportive way—and what the trade-offs in using one or more of these
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responses may be. By expanding the understanding of international
responsibilities, Mills provides critical analysis of the possibilities for the
international community to respond to humanitarian crises.
Serpent and Savior William de Berg 2013-09-10 Marco Luchesi is a
decorated Navy SEAL veteran and CIA agent working for Global Network
News, who has covered or participated in tumultuous struggles in Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Libya. His world view is shaken dramatically when he
encounters a mysterious fellow journalist, John Chandler, who confides in
him a powerful tale of a secret group known as the Bilderbergers. Just
when he is disillusioned and about to return to private life, he meets and
falls in love with a beautiful MI6 agent, Madeline Cochran, who has dark
secrets of her own. In the end, Marco realizes the truth of the events and
people in his world he has been covering but is too late to avoid
Chandler's brilliant trap.
Mugabe's Legacy David B. Moore 2022-06-15 Zimbabwe’s party-internal
‘coup’ of 2017, and deposed president Robert Mugabe’s death nearly two
years later, demand careful, historically nuanced explanation. How did
Mugabe gain and retain power over party and state for four decades? Did
the suspected and nearly real ‘coups’, the conspiracies behind them, and
their concurrent mythomaniacal conceits ultimately, ironically, spell his
near-tragic end? Has Mugabe’s particular mode of power reached a
finality with his own downfall, as his successors struggle more to balance
Zimbabwe’s political contradictions? Will the phalanxes arrayed against
Mugabe’s control fray further, as Zimbabwe fades? Mugabe’s Legacy
delves deeply into such questions, drawing on more than forty years of
archival and interview-based research on Zimbabwe’s political history
and current precariousness. Starting with the mid-1970s, it traces how
Machiavellian moves allowed Mugabe to reach the apex of the Zimbabwe
African National Union’s already slippery slopes, through the
complexities of Cold War, regional, ideological, generational, inter- and
intra-party tensions. The lessons learned by the president and the
nascent ruling party then turned gradually inward, ultimately arriving at
a near-collapse that may now pervade all of the country’s political space.
David B. Moore vividly charts this rise and fall, all the way to Zimbabwe’s
tenuous chaos today.
A sermon [on Rev. xi. 15] preached ... before the Foreign Mission
Society of Litchfield County, etc Joseph HARVEY (D.D.) 1815
A Funny Thing Happened on my way Through the Bible James L. Larson
2015-09-09 In this collection of nearly four thousand Bible verses, author
James Larson highlights the humor-and sometimes tragedy-of Scripture
through his original and eye-opening interpretation. Respectfully
presented with unique commentary and thought-provoking questions,
this compilation will be sure to pique interest, inspire deeper
contemplation, and launch the curious reader on a journey of reading
and reflecting upon God's Word every day.
World War II: The Definitive Encyclopedia and Document Collection [5
volumes] Spencer C. Tucker 2016-09-06 With more than 1,700 crossreferenced entries covering every aspect of World War II, the events and
developments of the era, and myriad related subjects as well as a
documents volume, this is the most comprehensive reference work
available on the war. • Provides a clear understanding of the causes of
World War II, reaching back to World War I and the role of the Western
democracies in its origin • Examines home front developments in major
countries during the war, such as race and gender relations in the United
States • Recognizes the important roles played by women in the war and
describes how the United States mobilized its economy and citizenry for
total war • Discusses the Holocaust and establishes responsibility for this
genocide • Details the changing attitudes toward the war as expressed in
film and literature
A Complete Collection of State-trials, and Proceedings for High-treason,
and Other Crimes and Misdemeanours: 1696-1709 1730
How the world can be improved Rafael Barracuda 2022-07-14 If we
want to improve life on earth and our own lives, it is necessary to find a
new guide: one that can meet the challenges of our time and of the
future. The old guides were good in principle, but have become bogged
down in calcified structures, often accomplishing the opposite of what
was originally intended. The development of society makes it necessary
to find new guiding principles from time to time. To do so, however, we
need to know what the history was, how the present society is
structured, and how it is likely to develop. The author aims to discover
this by answering the following questions, among others: What are false
and what are real conspiracies ? What is fake and what is truthful
information ? How can a just peace be achieved ? What cultures and
subcultures are there ? What is the future of Islam in Europe ? What is
the core of Judaism, Christianity and Islam ? How does a poor country
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become rich ? What role does nature and global warming play for our
survival ? What are scenarios for the future of the world ? What are
political advices for e.g. Afghanistan and the Middle East ? What is the
meaning of life ? How can we stay healthy ? With what advice or rules of
life can we become happy ourselves and make others happy? According
to the author, making the right choice at certain crucial moments (socalled "nodes") is of great importance .
Human Rights in Algeria Since the Halt of the Electoral Process
Broken Vessel Dick Walls 2012-06 He was wrongfully convicted, his
lifelong career destroyed, and he was sent to a prison 2,200 miles from
home, for a crime he did not commit. She lay in a hospital, clinging to
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life, with only a 50/50 chance of survival. But they hung on to their faith
in God through it all. This is only the beginning of the dynamic testimony
of Dick and Donna Walls. Having experienced unimaginable pain, broken
hearts, financial ruin, and imprisonment, Dick and Donna have been
called to Broken Vessel Ministries, a special ministry to the
brokenhearted who need healing and a renewed assurance that God does
care.
Notes on Scripture Joel Jones 1861
'On and off duty', a monthly journal for policemen International Christian
police association 1886
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